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a b s t r a c t 

During the design phase, it can be of great value to quantify the performance robustness of proposed 

building designs in order to arrive at buildings that deliver the desired performance over their lifespan. 

Design-support approaches that take performance robustness into account need to find appropriate ways 

of transforming the large number of unknowns in future scenarios regarding building operation and ex- 

ternal conditions into actionable information for decision-makers. Many robustness assessment methods 

for environmental impact and indoor comfort are currently available, but there is very little guidance 

about the suitability of these methods under different conditions. Through the use of a mixed-methods 

research approach, combining cross-disciplinary literature review and a simulation-based case study, this 

article aims at comparing different approaches for analyzing the propagation of uncertainties and their 

impact on building performance in a systematic manner. 

Different uncertainty sources are reviewed and the characteristics of different reasons and corre- 

sponding metrics to quantify the impact of these uncertainties are analyzed. The findings are comple- 

mented by results from a simulation study that highlights the usefulness of scenarios as formulated al- 

ternatives in cases when probabilities of occurrence are unknown. Moreover, the wide application poten- 

tial of considering performance robustness is illustrated by demonstrating how the choice for a metric 

that is either based on performance spread or on performance regret can be matched in response to the 

risk-taking attitude of different decision makers. 

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

The operational performance of buildings (e.g. energy bills

nd comfort conditions) is influenced by a multitude of dynamic

actors, including occupant behavior [1] , future climate [2] and

conomic factors [3] . At the time of designing a building, it is un-

nown how these influences will unfold and what the longitudi-

al performance of the building will be [4] . When communicating

bout building performance targets during the design phase, it is

herefore necessary to make assumptions regarding such scenar-

os. The use of building performance simulation (BPS) is a valu-

ble tool in this context, as it can assist decision-making by en-

bling quantitative comparisons between design intent and the

redicted performance of various design variants [5,6] . Typically,

PS users make use of a single scenario to describe various oper-

tional and external aspects such as occupancy patterns, temper-
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ture setpoints, plug loads, weather conditions, etc. Such scenar-

os are usually based on empirically-derived educated guesses, but

hey often need to rely on incomplete knowledge and approxima-

ions. As such, there is a reasonable chance that the actual condi-

ions will differ from the assumed or nominal scenario, resulting

n possible deviations between predicted and actual performance

7] . 

In low-energy buildings, these deviations are a serious concern,

s their performance is very sensitive to such uncertainties [3,8,9] .

n the other hand, buildings can also be designed to have a rel-

tively high tolerance to uncertainties. Buildings with this charac-

eristic are said to be robust , but tend to rely on oversized systems

hat require high investment and operating costs [10] and invari-

bly lead to environmental impacts. Despite these concerns, uncer-

ainties are rarely considered in the design process of buildings,

nd hence the decision making processes may inadvertently re-

ult in designs that are sensitive to uncertainties and that might

ot deliver desired performance in operation [11,12] . Therefore,

uring the design process, it is important to quantify the im-

act of uncertainties [13] to reduce the performance gap between
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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Fig. 1. Building performance robustness prediction: Why? What? How?. 
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measured/actual and predicted/simulated performance [14] to en-

sure the desired performance over the building’s life-span [15] and

to enhance confidence in design decisions [16] . 

Literature shows that uncertainty analysis techniques, in con-

junction with BPS, can be a suitable methodology to quantify the

impact of uncertainties on building performance [17,18] . However,

in previous work, the propagation of uncertainties has typically

been carried out for other purposes, such as model calibration

[19,20] , overheating risk assessment [21,22] or for deriving con-

fidence intervals in early design decisions [23] . There are lim-

ited studies that focus on quantification of the impact of foreseen

and unforeseen uncertainties on building performance [13] or on

the consideration of this impact on design decision-making un-

der uncertainties [3,12,24] . More research is needed to understand

whether uncertainty analysis techniques that were developed for

other purposes, within and outside the building engineering do-

main, can be applied or adapted to conduct building performance

robustness studies. 

In previous research on robustness assessment approaches in

the building performance context, the most commonly used ap-

proaches for decision making under uncertainty have relied on

probabilistic methods [9,23,24] . A main drawback of these ap-

proaches is that they require probabilistic distributions of uncer-

tain parameters. However, in many cases in which robustness is

concerned, the designer has limited to no information about the

likelihood of the occurrence of uncertain situations, and it is thus

difficult to quantify the associated risks [25] . In such cases, non-

probabilistic robustness assessment based on scenario analysis is

essential to integrate uncertainties in performance assessment and

it was previously shown that this technique can enhance decision

making under uncertainty compared to probabilistic approaches

[3] . In the non-probabilistic approach, scenarios are used as for-

mulated alternatives for uncertainties. The purpose of using sce-

narios is to gain an improved understanding of the impact of un-

certainties to facilitate decision making during the design selection

process with the goal of choosing a design that is robust to a vari-

ety of possible future situations [26] . However, there is currently

no coherent understanding of the different types of uncertainty

sources, and there is no existing comparative analysis of quantifi-

cation methods and of the suitability of indictors to quantify ro-

bustness to make informed design decisions. To fill this research

gap, the current research aims at the comparison of different ro-
ustness assessment methods using scenario analysis to aid end

sers in identifying appropriate robustness indicator to design ro-

ust low-energy buildings that are capable of delivering desired

erformance under uncertain situations. These methods are also

ompared with commonly used probabilistic robustness approach. 

The objective of this paper is to present a state-of-the-art

verview related to uncertainty sources and analysis techniques,

nd to illustrate, using a case study, how the impact of uncertain-

ies on building performance predictions can be quantified, with

pecific focus on robustness assessment methods using scenario

nalysis. Three questions, as shown in Fig. 1 , pertinent to building

erformance prediction under uncertainties, are used to address

his objective: 

i. Why is performance prediction under uncertainty necessary? 

ii. What are the different uncertainty sources that can impact

building performance predictions, and what are the different

robustness assessment methods available to quantify the im-

pact of uncertainties on building performance predictions? 

ii. How can the impact of uncertainties be quantified using ap-

propriate robustness assessment methods with a focus on us-

ing scenario analysis, and how can this information be used to

allow for better-informed decisions? 

This paper is split into two main parts; a theoretical part

nd a demonstration part. Section 2 presents the research meth-

ds that are used to answer three questions concerning perfor-

ance robustness prediction. Section 3 reviews different uncer-

ainty sources and identifies the major uncertainty types that im-

act building performance. In addition, the characteristics of differ-

nt metrics available in literature to quantify the impact of these

ncertainties are contrasted. Then, different robustness assessment

ethods that quantify the impact of uncertainties are presented

 Section 3 ). 

In the second part, selected robustness assessment methods

re adopted in the present context for scenario analysis and are

hen demonstrated through a residential building case study with

oth homeowner and policymaker as stakeholders in the de-

ign process ( Section 4 ). In addition, selected robustness assess-

ent methods are compared to aid designers and consultants

o identify appropriate methods for designing robust low-energy

uildings. The paper concludes by outlining practical implications

f uncertainty analysis in building performance predictions and
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xplaining how this quantification of robustness can enhance de-

ign decision-making processes ( Section 5 ). 

. Methodology 

This paper follows a mixed-methods research approach combin-

ng literature review and a simulation-based case study ( Fig. 2 ). 

Firstly, literature review is conducted to identify different un-

ertainties that impact building performance as well as corre-

ponding methods to quantify the impact of uncertainties. Simi-

arly, literature review is carried out in the building performance

ontext and adjacent fields to select suitable robustness assess-

ent methods. Literature review is carried out through Google

cholar, Mendeley and Scopus using “uncertainty”, “building per-

ormance prediction”, “building simulation”, “sensitivity analysis”,

scenario analysis”, “robustness assessment” and “robustness indi-

ators” as main keywords. Journal papers are prioritized followed

y peer reviewed conference papers. While reviewing robustness

ssessment related research, papers in building performance ro-

ustness assessment are prioritized. Due to limited available re-

earch in this field, the literature review is extended to adjacent

elds such as structural design, operations research, manufactur-

ng engineering etc. where robustness and risk assessment is fre-

uently conducted. 

A non-probabilistic robustness approach based on scenario

nalysis is used in this research. The selected robustness assess-

ent methods are adopted in the present context using scenario

nalysis. The selected methods are then demonstrated using a case

tudy to assess their applicability and to aid end users in address-

ng aforementioned questions of robustness assessment. The per-

ormance and robustness are predicted using building performance

imulations. The building and energy system simulation model is

eveloped using TRNSYS and in combination with MATLAB, perfor-

ance robustness is assessed. The design decision making is car-
ig. 2. Methodology implemented based on mixed method research approach combining

f performance robustness prediction. 
ied out considering robustness among other performance indica-

ors to highlight the importance of robustness, to allow for better-

nformed decisions and to aid decision makers in identifying ro-

ust low-energy building designs. The merits of using scenarios

nstead of probabilistic approaches are highlighted by comparing

he selected robustness assessment methods for scenario analy-

is with that of commonly used methods (e.g. mean and standard

eviation) in literature. Robustness assessment methods are com-

ared to aid designers and consultants to identify the appropriate

ethod to design robust low-energy buildings that are able to de-

iver the desired performance during operation, thereby improving

nd users’ satisfaction. 

. Review on performance prediction under uncertainties 

.1. Need for integration of uncertainties in building performance 

rediction 

Uncertainties abound in building design and operation. Depend-

ng on the requirements of the stakeholder and the stage in the

uilding life-cycle, different sources of uncertainty play a role, and

ifferent uncertainty analysis techniques can be used to quantify

heir impact for the task at hand. In 2018, Tian et al. [14] , pub-

ished an extensive review of important topics regarding uncer-

ainty analysis in building energy assessments, focusing on data

ources, quantification methods, applications and software. Some

f the most frequently encountered purposes of quantifying uncer-

ainties using BPS include: uncertainty perturbation for improving

odel structure and for model calibration [19,20,27,28] , overheat-

ng risk assessment considering uncertain weather and occupancy

mpacts [21,22,29] , and enhancing the design decision-making pro-

ess and early-phase design support by considering undecided de-

ign parameters as uncertainties [3,12,23,24,30–32] . 
 literature review and simulation-based case study to address what, why and how 
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t  
In the past decade, performance prediction under uncertainties

has become increasingly common to address the aforementioned

purposes. However, there is also a growing need to address other

purposes, such as: 

− To propose robust energy concepts that can withstand uncer-

tainties in the future; e.g. robust net-zero emission building

concepts [33] ; and robust passive cooling concepts [34] . 

− To address the shortcomings of sustainability frameworks re-

garding robustness of buildings arising from the fact that these

frameworks do not consider uncertainties in occupant behavior,

climate change etc. [35] . 

− To reduce the performance gap between measured and pre-

dicted performance as suggested by de Wilde [7] , and to en-

sure the desired performance not only in the near future but

over building’s life-span [15] . 

− To evaluate the robustness of innovative building elements such

as adaptive building facades with respect to uncertainties in oc-

cupant behavior and weather conditions [36] . 

− To assess robustness of designs considering multiple perfor-

mance criteria under uncertainties arising from the building’s

operation (e.g. occupant behavior) and from external factors

(e.g. weather conditions) in order to enhance confidence in de-

sign decisions [16] . 

− To optimize building performance under uncertainty consider-

ing a large number of uncertain factors at the design phase to

reach robust low-energy building designs [18] . 

3.2. Uncertainty sources impacting building performance and 

identifying major uncertainty sources 

The different purposes for analysing the propagation of uncer-

tainties require different sources of uncertainty to be considered.

The main sources of uncertainties in building performance predic-

tions [19] are: 

i. Modeling uncertainties, which arise due to simplification of

complex physical processes. 

ii. Numerical uncertainties, which arise due to considered numer-

ical methods and model discretization. 

ii. Input uncertainties, which arise due to unknown or uncertain

parameter values. 

Typically, practitioners are interested in building designs that

are least sensitive to these uncertainties and therefore, perfor-

mance optimization under uncertainty [37] should consider all in-

fluential parameters. For instance, Beyer and Sendhoff [38] stress

the need to take into account different uncertainty sources that

may arise during the design process, such as uncertainties in en-

vironmental and operating conditions, and design parameters [39] .
Fig. 3. Classification of uncertainty sources that are typica
his approach has been implemented recently in the building per-

ormance context [40] . However, it is acknowledged in the liter-

ture that fit-for-purpose modeling is essential to reduce model-

ng uncertainties, for instance, in the case of systems modeling

41] and occupant behavior modeling [42] . In many studies, the

nfluence of modeling and numerical uncertainties is negligible as

he physical model, spatial discretization and time steps for pre-

iction are assumed to be correctly chosen. In addition, literature

eveals that variations in input parameters [43] such as occupant

ehavior and weather conditions are among the major factors that

nfluence building performance [1,2,8,18,44,45] . Therefore, the pri-

ary focus of this study is also on the third category: input uncer-

ainties. There are many sources of input uncertainties that can in-

uence building performance, and these input uncertainty sources

re broadly categorized in two types [30,40,46–48] : 

1. Epistemic uncertainties, which arise due to a lack of knowledge

about a variable/system property. 

2. Aleatory uncertainties, which arise due to the intrinsic random-

ness of a variable/system property. 

In practice, both epistemic and aleatory uncertainties are simul-

aneously present [49] and the choice of categorizing uncertain-

ies as epistemic or aleatory depends on the modeller [48] . In the

resent context, uncertainties are categorized based on their na-

ure into different groups, as shown in Fig. 3 . 

The impact of epistemic uncertainties can be reduced by gath-

ring more detailed information. Extensive studies have been car-

ied out by integrating epistemic uncertainties into building perfor-

ance simulations, for example uncertainties in thermo-physical

arameters such as thermal conductivity, density, thermal ca-

acity of building materials etc. [9,19,30,45,50–53] ; infiltration

20,30,45,50] etc. Conversely, aleatory uncertainties cannot be re-

uced or avoided and therefore, must be confronted in the perfor-

ance prediction [54] . Extensive studies have been carried out on

leatory uncertainty sources and particularly on occupant behav-

or, which is considered a major factor causing variations in build-

ng performance predictions [1] . This is evident as there is a large

ncrease in recent studies addressing occupant behavior uncertain-

ies in building performance prediction [7,8,59–61,9,44,50,53,55–

8] . Similarly, much research effort has been directed at uncer-

ainties in weather data and climate change [2,27,58,60,62–66] and

lso economic uncertainties [3,15,67–69] . This study also focuses

n aleatory uncertainties and these uncertainties are integrated in

erformance assessment through scenario analysis. 

.3. Metrics to quantify the impact of uncertainties 

Many different metrics are used in literature to describe

he ability of a system to deliver performance in an uncertain
lly integrated in building performance simulations. 
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a  
nvironment [70,71] . Commonly-encountered metrics in structural

esign, manufacturing engineering, aerospace engineering and op-

rations research include reliability, robustness, resilience, flexibil-

ty and adaptability. Across the different science and engineering

isciplines, there tends to be some semantic disagreement about

he meaning and relationships between the various terms. For ex-

mple, robustness and resilience are often used interchangeably to

ssess long-term performance under uncertainties [72,73] . This is

lso the case with flexibility and adaptability [74–76] ; and with

obustness and reliability [62,77,78] . Finding an appropriate and

elevant method based on the requirements of a project is a la-

orious task for a designer. Furthermore, there is a growing need

or integration of such metrics in the building performance context

2,16,35] . 

Uncertainty mitigation approaches differ greatly in the range

f uncertainties considered and in their ability to perform un-

er these uncertainties [71] . For instance, reliability is used to

ssess whether the system consistently performs in accordance

ith the designed conditions under expected uncertainties in op-

ration [71] . Since reliability does not consider uncertainties in

xternal factors, which are crucial in the performance assess-

ent of buildings over their lifespan, it is not considered in

his work. Similarly, flexibility and adaptability are not consid-

red suitable assessment methods, as adaptive (i.e., changeable

r reconfigurable) building elements are not commonly encoun-

ered in the dwelling stock. In addition, uncertainties in unex-

ected conditions that are typically included in resilience assess-

ent such as natural disasters are not considered in this study.

herefore, the most relevant assessment method is robustness

s it considers uncertainties in operation and uncertainties aris-

ng from external factors. Robustness, in this work, is defined

s follows: 

Robustness is the ability of a building to maintain the desired per-

formance under uncertainties in building operation such as occu-

pant behavior and in external conditions such as weather condi-

tions [25,71,73] . 

.4. Robustness assessment in adjacent fields 

Robustness is often understood as a statistical approach that

an be used to reduce errors due to uncertainties [79] . Genichi

aguchi, who is considered the father of robust design [38] , pro-

osed a robust design approach using a signal-to-noise ratio mea-

ure to reduce variations in output (signal) due to uncertainties

noise). With the advent of the robust design concept, the robust-

ess approach has become a powerful tool in many fields including

hysics [80] ; analytical chemistry [81] ; biology [82] ; manufactur-

ng engineering [83] ; software engineering [84] ; networks [85] and

ther fields [86,87] . A few selected methods for robustness assess-

ent are illustrated below. 

The Taguchi method, developed around 1950, and further im-

roved methods [88,89] are used to ensure a designed product

erforms as intended, irrespective of uncertainties that can oc-

ur over its life-span such as uncertainties in design, manufac-

uring and operation [77] . According to the Taguchi method, a

obust design is one with minimum variation around the target

alue, where the target value can be a specific nominal value, or

ero or infinite. In summary, mean and variance are used as ro-

ustness indicators based on the Taguchi method. These indica-

ors may not be preferred in all cases, especially for scenario anal-

sis. As noted earlier, scenarios are used as formulated alterna-

ives to integrate uncertainties in the design process and in such

ases, taking mean performance of a design across all scenarios

ventually nullifies the concept of formulating alternative future

onditions. It is therefore important to assess how a design per-
orms in each of the formulated alternatives in order to find a de-

ign that has the ability to deliver desired performance in these

lternatives [26] . 

To overcome this difficulty, different robustness assessment

ethods using scenario analysis have been implemented [90,91] .

n these implemented methods, the performance of a design is as-

essed for each scenario and robust designs, for instance, are those

ith the best possible performance even in the worst-case scenar-

os or those that perform close to optimal performance in each

cenario using different methods. Moreover, actual performance in

ddition to robustness is essential in robust design selection. For

nstance, Wang et al. (2014) proposed three different approaches

o achieve robust designs; by giving equal priority to actual perfor-

ance and robustness, or by prioritizing robustness as a primary

riterion, or by prioritizing robustness as a secondary criterion. In

heir study, robust designs are achieved considering actual perfor-

ance as the primary criterion and robustness as the secondary

riterion. However, to achieve realistic robust designs, both actual

erformance and robustness should be treated equally, or a trade-

ff between these two can be implemented, as presented in [92] .

his method allows end users to trade-off between actual perfor-

ance and robustness. Robustness assessment in building perfor-

ance context 

An overview of different studies on building performance ro-

ustness assessment is presented in Table A1 ( Appendix A1 ). Hoes

t al. [8] was the first study that implemented the Taguchi method

n the building performance context. This research used relative

tandard deviation (ratio of mean to standard deviation), which

s similar to signal to noise ratio, as the robustness indicator. Us-

ng this method, a design with robust energy and comfort perfor-

ance was identified among six designs with respect to uncertain

ser behavior. The identified robust design resulted in very high

ndoor temperatures. Therefore, the authors concluded that it is

mportant to consider absolute performance in addition to relative

obustness. However, in most studies on this topic [12,93–97] , the

rade-off between robustness and actual performance in the de-

ign selection process is not made explicit and robustness is often

rioritized (see Table A1 in Appendix A1 ). As discussed earlier, it

s important to consider both actual performance and robustness

n the design decision-making process [92] , otherwise this process

ay result in unrealistic designs such as glass houses or concrete

unkers, as pointed out by [98] . 

Chinazzo et al. [99] and Gelder et al. [9] used both actual per-

ormance and robustness in identifying robust designs. The en-

rgy saving index and effectiveness indicators were used to as-

ess actual performance in these two studies respectively. In ad-

ition, these two studies used different robustness indicators for

obustness assessment. However, in the former study, predefined

eights were used for standard deviation, and for the data in-

erquartile region, which were part of the robustness indicator.

hese predefined weights will vary based on performance require-

ents and the preferences of the decision makers, and as such

equire knowledge from decision makers. In the latter study, the

obustness indicator considering percentile distributions was used.

his indicator can overcome the unreliability issues with data out-

iers, as reported in [30] . In the latter study, even though actual

erformance was considered in the design decision-making pro-

ess, details of actual performance are not given. Therefore, in this

pproach, it is hard to distinguish between similar performing de-

igns, especially when a large design space is considered as in-

icators range only from 0 to 1. Furthermore, in this study, the

cenarios were considered in a probabilistic assessment, in which

he probabilities of the occurrence of the considered scenarios are

nknown. 

In such cases, scenarios can be used as an alternate approach

nd even for such cases, mean (and variance) across scenarios has
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Fig. 4. Calculation of spread of overheating hours for three fictitious designs for the 

considered scenarios. 
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been considered, as observed in the robustness assessment of en-

ergy retrofits for future climate scenarios [100] and as the robust-

ness indicator used in design robustness optimization [101] . How-

ever, this approach is debatable as the likelihood of a scenario is

usually unknown. So, in effect, taking the mean across all sce-

narios does not capture the impact of each scenario since tak-

ing the mean effectively flattens out the results. This issue can be

avoided by using a non-probabilistic approach, for instance as im-

plemented in [3,43] to identify robust designs using scenario anal-

ysis ( Table A1 in Appendix A1 ). In the former study, Wald, Hur-

wicz and Savage criteria are used to identify robust designs, and

it was found that using these methods made it is easy to iden-

tify robust designs from within a large design space. However, as

in many cases, some of the methods implemented also consider

only robustness in the identification of robust designs; trade-offs

between robustness and actual performance are not explicit. In the

latter study, the best-case and the worst-case method is used to

find robust designs using scenario analysis. However, this approach

represents only a conservative type of decision-making attitude. 

It is evident from the literature review (see Table A1 in

Appendix A1 ) that robustness assessment using scenario analysis is

rarely addressed, and often mean and variance are used for robust-

ness assessment across scenarios. In addition, most of the reported

work considered only robustness in the design selection process,

which resulted in designs with unacceptable ‘actual’ performance.

To fill this research gap, the next Section presents a comparison

and adaption of selected robustness assessment methods for sce-

nario analysis that are used in different fields such as the building

performance context [3,25,94] , operations research [90,91,102,103] ,

manufacturing engineering [104] etc. and demonstration of se-

lected methods using a case study. 

4. Comparison and demonstration of selected robustness 

assessment methods using a case study 

4.1. Selected robustness assessment methods for scenario analysis 

The choice of a robustness assessment method depends on the

purpose of the study and on the decision makers’ attitude to-

wards risk acceptance in the decision making process [12,105,106] .

In practice, various decision makers with different attitudes to-

wards risk acceptance are involved in a project. Therefore, it is

important to select appropriate methods that cater for different

risk-taking approaches of decision makers. It is found that the

max-min method , a conservative approach, and the minimax re-

gret method , a less conservative approach [90,105] are the most

commonly used methods for robustness assessment using scenario

analysis [91] . The best-case and worst-case method , the most con-

servative approach [86] based on the pessimistic approach by Hur-

wicz [107] has previously been implemented in the building per-

formance context [12,43] . 

The max-min method , the best-case and worst-case method , and

the minimax regret method are used for robustness assessment in

the present context, as they represent different risk-taking ap-

proaches. These methods are compared with mean and standard

deviation, the widely used robustness indicators based on Taguchi

method. 

It is worth noting that the selected methods are compared for a

fixed set of scenarios in the next section and also in the case study

section. A fixed set of scenarios is used to allow a fair comparison

among the selected methods and also in order to identify robust

designs from a design space, each design has to be subjected to

the same set of scenarios. However, if the number of scenarios is

different for each method, then it might have considerable impact

on the robustness indicators and corresponding most robust design

for a particular method (See Appendix A2 for illustration). 
.2. Adaption of selected robustness assessment methods in the 

resent context 

This section illustrates the selected methods using a simple ex-

mple with annual overheating hours (h/a) as the only perfor-

ance indicator; in Section 4.3 , a more realistic case with multi-

le performance criteria is considered. The objective is to minimize

he overheating, and robustness is calculated accordingly. The cal-

ulation approach that is used in these methods to find the most

obust design is presented in Table 1 . 

.2.1. The max-min method 

In this method, the performance spread is used as the robust-

ess indicator of a design, and is defined as the difference be-

ween maximum performance and minimum performance across

ll considered scenarios [108] . This is illustrated using an example,

s shown in Fig. 4 , by comparing the annual overheating hours of

hree fictitious designs across three scenarios. For design A, sce-

ario 1 results in maximum overheating and scenario 3 yields min-

mum overheating, resulting in a spread of 20 h/a of overheating.

imilarly, design B and design C have overheating spreads of 20

nd 30 h/a. Comparing these spreads, design A and design B are

qually robust as they have the least spread of overheating hours.

ut, design A results in very high overheating hours and as such

s not the preferred robust design. Therefore, design B is the most

referred robust design. 

It is worth noting that in this method, robustness of a design is

alculated without any inter-comparison between designs, and sce-

arios causing maximum and minimum performance for a design

re considered for robustness assessment. 

.2.2. The best-case and worst-case method 

This method aims at finding robust solutions that have the best

erformance even in the worst-case scenario [86] , which is sim-

lar to the pessimistic approach in the Hurwicz method [107] . In

his method, performance deviation between the worst-case per-

ormance of a design and the best-case performance of all de-

igns across all scenarios is used as a measure of robustness. This

ethod is adopted from [12,43] and the definition of performance

eviation is adjusted here by considering the performance of all

esigns across all scenarios to find the best-case performance,

nlike the predefined best-case as in [43] . For instance, to find

he best-case performance, the annual overheating hours of three

ctitious designs across three scenarios is compared in the exam-

le shown in Fig. 5 ; here, the best performance (i.e. lowest over-

eating hours) is achieved by design B for scenario 2. The worst-

ase performance for design A is caused by scenario 1 and results

n a deviation of 80 h/a of overheating. Similarly, for design C,

he deviation is 30 h/a, which is caused by scenario 2. Compar-

ng these deviations, it is clear that design B is the most robust to
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Table 1 

Calculation steps to identify the most robust design using the selected robustness assessment methods. 

i. The max-min method 

Scenarios Maximum performance (PImax) Minimum performance (PImin) Performance spread 

(PImax-PImin) 
Designs S 1 S 2 … S n 

d 1 PI 11 PI 12 … PI 1n max(PI 11 , PI 12 ,…PI 1n ) min(PI 11 , PI 12 ,…PI 1n ) PImax 1 -PImin 1 
d 2 PI 21 PI 22 … PI 2n max(PI 21 , PI 22 ,…PI 2n ) min(PI 21 , PI 22 ,…PI 2n ) PImax 2 -PImin 2 
… … … … … … … …

d m PI m1 PI m2 … PI mn max(PI m1 , PI m2 ,…PI mn ) min(PI m1 , PI m2 ,…PI mn ) PImax m -PImin m 

The most robust design min(PImax-PImin) 

ii. The best-case and worst-case method 

Scenarios Worst-case performance (WC) Best-case performance (BC) Performance deviation 

(WC-BC) 
Designs S 1 S 2 … S n 

d 1 PI 11 PI 12 … PI 1n max(PI 11 , PI 12 ,…PI 1n ) min(PI 11 , PI 12 ,…PI 1n, PI 21 , PI 22 ,…PI 2n, 

PI m1 , PI m2 ,…PI mn ) 

WC 1 -BC 1 

d 2 PI 21 PI 22 … PI 2n max(PI 21 , PI 22 ,…PI 2n ) WC 2 -BC 2 
… … … … … … …

d m PI m1 PI m2 … PI mn max(PI m1 , PI m2 ,…PI mn ) WC m -BC m 

The most robust design min(WC-BC) 

iii. The minimax regret method 

Scenarios 

Designs S 1 S 2 … S n 

d 1 PI 11 PI 12 … PI 1n 

d 2 PI 21 PI 22 … PI 2n 

… … … … …

d m PI m1 PI m2 … PI mn 

Minimum performance for each scenario ( A ) A 1 = min (PI 11, PI 21 , …PI m1 ) A 2 = min (PI 12 , PI 22 , …PI m2 ) … A n = min (PI 1n , PI 2n ,… PI mn ) 

Performance regrets (R) 

Maximum performance regret (Rmax) 
S 1 S 2 … S n 

d 1 R 11 = PI 11 −A 1 R 12 = PI 12 −A 2 … R 1n = PI 1n −A n Rmax 1 = max (R 11 , R 12 ,…R 1n ) 

d 2 R 21 = PI 21 −A 1 R 22 = PI 22 −A 2 … R 2n = PI 2n −A n Rmax 2 = max (R 21 , R 22 ,…R 2n ) 

… … … … … …

d m R m1 = PI m1 −A 1 R m2 = PI m2 −A 2 … R mn = PI mn −A n Rmax m = max (R m1 , R m2 ,…R mn ) 

The most robust design min(Rmax) 

iv. The mean and standard deviation based on Taguchi method 

Scenarios 

Mean performance (PI μ) Standard deviation (PI σ ) 
Design S 1 S 2 … S n 

d 1 PI 11 PI 12 … PI 1n PI μ1 = 

P I 11 + P I 12 + ... + P I 1 n 
n 

√ ∑ n 
i =1 

(P I 1 i −PI μ1 ) 
2 

n 

d 2 PI 21 PI 22 … PI 2n PI μ2 = 

P I 21 + P I 22 + ... + P I 2 n 
n 

√ ∑ n 
i =1 

(P I 2 i −PI μ2 ) 
2 

n 

… … … … … … …

d m PI m1 PI m2 … PI mn PI μm = 

P I m 1 + P I m 2 + ... + P I mn 

n 

√ ∑ n 
i =1 

(P I mi −PI μm ) 
2 

n 

The most robust designmin(PI = min(PI μ� PI σ) 

Fig. 5. Calculation of deviation of overheating hours for three fictitious designs for 

the considered scenarios. 
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verheating as it has the least deviation of overheating hours. Fur-

hermore, design B is also the preferred robust design as it has

etter actual performance i.e. less overheating hours. 

In contrast to the max-min method, this method considers

ll scenarios for performance robustness assessment. In addition,

nter-comparison of designs across all scenarios is made to find the

est performing design. 

.2.3. The minimax regret method 

The minimax regret method aims at finding a robust solu-

ion that performs close to optimal performance for all scenar-

os [91] . This method, developed by Savage [109] , is a combi-

ation of the minimax [110] and regret methods. This method

as been widely used for robustness assessment in various fields

90,91,104] and also gaining prominence in the building perfor-

ance context [3,25,94,106] . 
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Fig. 6. Calculation of overheating regret hours for three fictitious designs for the 

considered scenarios. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Probability distribution of three fictitious designs and their corresponding 

mean and standard deviation for the considered scenarios. 
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In this method, for a given scenario, regret is expressed as the

performance difference between a design and the best performing

design in that scenario. This definition is adopted from [90] . The

maximum regret across all scenarios is used as the measure of ro-

bustness. For instance, for scenario 1, design C is the best perform-

ing design and thus results in zero overheating regret hours (see

Fig. 6 ). For this scenario, design A and design B have overheating

regret hours of 80 and 20 h/a respectively. Similarly, for scenario

2, design B has the lowest overheating hours and thus has zero re-

grets. Design A and design C have overheating regret hours of 70

and 10 h/a respectively. For scenario 3, design B has zero regrets

and design A and design C have overheating regret hours of 40 and

10 h/a respectively. Comparing the maximum regrets of these de-

signs across the considered scenarios, it can be observed that de-

sign C has the lowest maximum regret of overheating and is thus

the most robust design. It is worth noting that design B performs

close to optimal performance for most of the scenarios, and that

design B is not far from the most robust design. 

In contrast to previously mentioned methods, the performance

of the robust design in this method is close to optimal perfor-

mance for every scenario. Similar to the best-case and worst-case

method, inter-comparison of designs is considered in the robust-

ness assessment. 

4.2.4. The mean and standard deviation based on Taguchi method 

In this method, mean and standard deviation are used as ro-

bustness indicators. This method aims at finding robust solutions

with least variations (standard deviation) around the target perfor-

mance (mean). For instance, design A has least variations as it can

be seen from the probability density function (see Fig. 7 ) but has

high overheating hours (mean performance) and is thus, not a pre-

ferred robust design. Design B and design C have the same mean

performance, but design B has low variations as seen from proba-

bility distributions. In addition, design B has lower standard devi-

ation compared to design C. Therefore, design B is the most pre-

ferred robust design as it has low mean performance compared to

design A and low standard deviation compared to design C. Simi-

lar to the max-min method, inter-comparison among designs is not

required for robustness calculation. 

In summary, to apply these methods to a typical case study,

the calculation approach to find the most robust design of a de-

sign space (d m 

) across considered scenarios (S n ) using a per-

formance indicator (PI) for considered robustness assessment

methods is presented in Table 1 . Here, calculations are shown for

a performance indicator and the same steps can be repeated for

multiple performance indicators. 

The notable difference among these methods is that in the

max-min method, one design at a time is considered (see Table 1 )

for robustness assessment and robustness is optimized with re-

spect to the best performing scenario for a design. In the minimax

regret and the best-case and worst-case methods, inter-comparison
f designs is made to find the optimal design for a scenario and

he best-performing design for all scenarios using the minimax

egret method and the best-case and worst-case method, respec-

ively (see Table 1 ). Therefore, robustness is optimized with re-

pect to the optimal design for a scenario using the minimax regret

ethod and the best performing design across all scenarios using

he best-case and worst-case method. In contrast, using Taguchi

ethod, mean performance is optimized and variance is reduced. 

.3. Demonstration of robustness assessment methods using a case 

tudy 

The selected methods are demonstrated using a residential

ase study with policymaker and homeowner as decision makers,

ho represent different interests in the building’s performance, to

valuate if different methods lead to different robust designs for

hese decision makers. The design decision making is compared
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Table 2 

Details of six designs considered in this case study demonstration. 

Design parameter Design 1 Design 2 Design 3 Design 4 Design 5 Design 6 

Rc (Floor/Wall/Roof), m 

2 K/W 3.5/4.5/6 3.5/4.5/6 5/6/7 6/7/8 7/9/9 10/10/10 

Infiltration rates, ach 0.48 0.48 0.36 0.24 0.24 0.12 

Photovoltaic (PV) system size, m 

2 5 30 25 20 15 10 

Solar domestic hot water (SDHW) system size, m 

2 0 5 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 

Table 3 

Summary of scenarios that considered uncertainties in household type, occupant behavior and cli- 

mate change. 

Scenario parameter Options 

Occupant scenarios 

Household size (1, 4) 

Usage scenarios 

Heating set point (occupied), °C (18, 22) 

Heating set point (un-occupied), °C (14, 18) 

Occupancy profile (Evening, All-day) 

Average electricity use for lighting, W/m 

2 (1, 3) 

Average electricity use for appliances, W/m 

2 (1, 3) 

Domestic hot water consumption, LPD (40, 100) 

Internal heat gains due to lighting and appliances, W/m 

2 (2, 6) 

Ventilation, ach (0.9, 1.5) 

Shading control ON if radiation is above, W/m 

2 and if T indoor > 24 °C (250, 350) 

Shading control OFF if radiation is below, W/m 

2 and if T indoor < 24 °C (200, 300) 

Climate scenarios 

Reference climate and climate change scenarios (NEN5060-2008, W + ) 
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ith and without considering robustness to highlight the impor-

ance of robustness. 

.3.1. Description of case study 

The selected robustness assessment methods are demonstrated

sing a terraced house, a typical Dutch residence [111] . It is a

hree-story building with a gross surface area of 124 m 

2 and a

reated floor area of 104 m 

2 . The building model is divided into

hree thermal zones to calculate the temperature and energy de-

and of each zone. The all-electric building is heated using an

ir-source heat pump and is ventilated using a balanced mechan-

cal ventilation system with heat recovery. To reduce overheat-

ng during summer, natural ventilation (free cooling) by opening

indows is used instead of mechanical cooling. A solar domes-

ic hot water system and a photovoltaic system are used to meet

ot water demand and electricity demand of the building, respec-

ively. Further details of this case study building can be found

n [106] . 

Five performance indicators based on the preferences of a poli-

ymaker and a homeowner are considered. These performance in-

icators are summarized below and a detailed description can be

ound in [106] . 

• Energy consumption is the total energy consumed for lighting,

appliances, ventilation system, heating system and DHW sys-

tem. Energy consumption is only electricity in this all-electric

building. 
• Overheating hours are the total number of hours exceeding

the allowable maximum indoor temperatures based on adap-

tive temperature limits proposed by [112] during occupancy in

a year. The magnitude of overheating is quantified by multiply-

ing the degree of temperature excess by the number of hours

that the excess exists. 
• Global cost is the sum of investment, replacement, mainte-

nance and operating costs and is calculated to predict the fu-

ture financial implications of designs. These costs are calculated

for a 30-year period [113] . 
• CO 2 emissions are calculated based on net energy consumption

i.e. energy exports and imports by the building to and from the

grid. An emission factor of electricity of 0.540 kgCO 2 per kWh

of electricity [114] is used to calculate CO 2 emissions. 
• Additional investment cost (AIC) is the investment required

for the implementation of energy efficiency measures and in-

tegration of renewable energy technologies. Other fixed costs

of all designs such as land, labor etc. are not considered and

hence it is called additional investment cost. It is worth not-

ing that AIC is the same for a design for all scenarios and is

thus not included in the robustness assessment, however, it is

considered in the selection of the cost-optimal robust designs

based on trade-off. 

The preferred robust design for both stakeholders should have

ow energy consumption, overheating hours, CO 2 emissions, global

ost and also correspondingly high robustness for these perfor-

ance indicators. The preferred robust design can be traded-off

ith the required AIC. 

Six low-energy building design configurations are considered to

dentify which design leads to a preferred robust solution for both

ecision makers (see Table 2 ). The notable difference among these

esigns is insulation levels, airtightness and energy systems’ capac-

ty as shown in Table 2 . These designs are configured based on dif-

erent Dutch building codes and regulations such as current Dutch

uilding standards [115] , nearly zero energy and zero energy build-

ng standards [111,116] and also passive house standards [117] . For

nstance, current Dutch building envelope standards are realized in

esign 1 and 2, nearly zero and zero energy building standards

re realized in Design 3–5 and Design 6 can meet a passive house

tandard. In addition, different PV and SDHW systems are added

o these building envelopes. The performance of these designs is

ssessed across scenarios (see Table 3 ) that are formulated, to rep-

esent alternative future conditions, considering all uncertain and

nfluential parameters that can impact building performance over

ts life-span. These scenarios comprise different household types,
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Fig. 8. Variation of energy consumption, overheating hours, global cost, and CO 2 emissions of six designs across considered scenarios. In each box, dots represent outliers, 

lines represent median performance across all considered scenarios and x represents mean performance. 
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occupant behaviors and weather conditions. Detailed descriptions

of these scenarios can be found in [25] . A scenario combination

can comprise a household type with corresponding occupant be-

havior for a particular weather condition. The range of household

size [118] and their corresponding behavior with respect to occu-

pancy patterns and temperature setpoints [119] ; lighting use, ap-

pliance use and corresponding internal heat gains [101,120–122] ;

domestic hot water usage [123] etc. are derived from Dutch house-

hold statistics. Similarly, a typical climate reference year based

on the Dutch standard [124] and an extreme climate change sce-

nario proposed by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute

[125] are chosen. All scenario combinations are essential for ro-

bustness assessment as the likelihood of occurrence of any com-

bination is unknown. Extreme performances are used for robust-

ness assessment using the max-min method and the best-case

and worst-case method. A scenario could cause worst performance

for a design, but better performance for other designs and the

inverse is also true. In case of the minimax regret method, ro-

bustness is evaluated with respect to a scenario that causes op-

timal performance. And for every scenario, the design with opti-

mal performance could be different. However, it is demonstrated

that low-high scenario combinations are sufficient for robustness

assessment as design performance with other scenario combina-

tions is within the performance range of low-high scenario combi-

nations and these combinations yielded the same result as that of

all scenario combinations [25] . Therefore, low-high scenario com-

binations are used for robustness assessment in the current work.

It is worth noting that computational costs can be further reduced

with scenario sampling strategies [126] . 

4.3.2. Performance assessment for considered scenarios 

Fig. 8 shows the variation of energy consumption, overheat-

ing hours, global cost and CO emissions of the designs ( Table 2 )
2 
cross the considered scenarios ( Table 3 ). It is noteworthy that de-

ign 1 is the least expensive (19.9 k €) and design 3 is the most

xpensive (37.5 k €), whereas design 4–design 6 have similar AIC

approx. 32 k €). The design 2 has AIC of 35.94 k €. The range of a

ox represents performance variations of a design across the sce-

arios. The box plots represent probability distribution of a perfor-

ance indicator across scenarios, however, to enhance visualiza-

ion probability density function plots are presented in Fig. A1 in

ppendix A3 . 

It can be inferred from Figs. 8 and A1 that design 6 has better

redicted performance and least variations for energy consumption

nd thus, the most preferred design if energy consumption is pri-

ritized. In contrast, if overheating hours are prioritized, it can be

oted that all designs have similar nominal performance for an av-

rage scenario, which ranges from 110 to 160 h/a. However, when

ncertainties are considered, it can be seen from Fig. 8 that de-

igns with higher insulation levels and lower infiltration rates (de-

ign 3–design 6) have large variations of overheating hours across

he considered scenarios. Same can be observed from probability

ensity plots of these designs (see Fig. A1 ). If uncertainties are

ot considered in the performance prediction, the design decision-

aking process could yield designs that are prone to overheating

isks during operation. It is noteworthy that design 1 and design 2

esult in similar overheating hours across the considered scenarios

s these designs differ only in energy generation systems such as

V and SDHW system and design 1 is more preferred due to its

ow AIC. 

If global cost is prioritized by stakeholders, it can be inferred

rom Fig. 8 that design 1, design 3 and design 5 have similar nom-

nal performance, but differ greatly in variations across scenarios

s observed in probability density plots ( Fig. A1 ). Contrariwise, de-

ign 6 has high global cost for the nominal scenario, but least

ariations among all designs. Design 2 and design 4 have better
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redicted performance compared to other designs, however, these

esigns differ in variations of global cost across considered scenar-

os. Design 4 has less variations in global cost and also lower AIC

ompared to design 2 and thus, design 4 is the most preferred de-

ign for global cost. In contrast, if CO 2 emissions are prioritized,

esign 2 has better predicted performance and design 6 has the

east variations among all designs (see Fig. A1 ). However, design

 results in higher CO 2 emissions compared to design 2. Based on

redicted performance, design 2 is the more preferred design com-

ared to other designs when CO 2 emission reductions are priori-

ized by stakeholders. 

It can be concluded from the discussion above that different de-

igns would be preferred if only a nominal scenario or all scenarios

re considered. Furthermore, for a particular performance indica-

or, some designs have better predicted performance for an average

cenario, but large variations across all scenarios, and the inverse is

lso true. Furthermore, identifying a preferred design from a large

esign space could be a tedious task using predicted performance.

herefore, these performance variations must be transformed into

 meaningful indicator to enhance the design decision-making pro-

ess. This is elaborated in the next sub-section. 

.3.3. Robustness assessment for considered scenarios 

The robustness of six designs is calculated using four robust-

ess assessment methods, which are compared for both stakehold-

rs. This comparison is presented in Fig. 9 , where variations of all

erformance indicators (see Fig. 8 ) are translated into equivalent

obustness indicators using four methods. 

It can be observed from Fig. 9 that the spread using the

ax-min method follows the similar trend of standard deviation,

hereas maximum regret using the minimax regret method and

eviation using the best-case and worst-case method follow the

imilar trend of mean performance. This is in line with what was

xpected because using the max-min method, robustness is opti-

ized by minimizing variations and using the other two methods,

obustness is optimized with respect to best/optimal performance.

owever, these values differ a lot in magnitude, for instance spread

nd standard deviation of all considered performance indicators.

imilar observations can also be made for deviation, maximum

egret and mean performance. Furthermore, taking mean perfor-

ance across all scenarios drastically reduces the impact of uncer-

ainties among all designs (i.e. similar mean performance with the

xception of CO 2 emissions), which can have a considerable impact

n final design decision making and without knowing actual prob-

bilities, it is hard to quantify the associated risk. 

For instance, the difference in mean value of overheating is

ithin 50 h/a for all designs and it indicates that by taking mean

erformance across scenarios drastically reduces the magnitude of

verheating risks, whereas the actual overheating is varying from

6 to 392 h/a for different designs (see Fig. 8 ). This implies that

ean performance across all scenarios does not include the im-

act of all uncertainties (scenarios). Since the likelihood of occur-

ence of these scenarios is rarely known beforehand for designers,

t is hard to ignore this impact. Even though, all indicators lead to

he same robust design to overheating, the magnitude of overheat-

ng risk varies a lot for different indicators, especially using stan-

ard deviation the impact is quite low. The difference in the stan-

ard deviation for different designs is too low to have an impact

n final design decision making. Similar observations can also be

ade for global cost. It could be an option to multiply the standard

eviation by a certain factor to get information about the prob-

bility of exceedance (e.g. 95%), but because the outcome of the

obustness assessment is often skewed or otherwise non-normal

see e.g. Fig. 8 ), the validity of such an approach is debatable. Fur-

hermore, using the standard deviation, it will be hard to elucidate

obust designs among similar performing designs from a large de-
ign space compared to selected methods e.g. using the minimax

egret method [25,127] . Therefore, it is recommended to use se-

ected robustness assessment methods to identify robust designs

or scenario analysis. 

It can be inferred from Fig. 9 that the design 6 is the most

obust regarding energy consumption for all methods as it has

igher robustness. Similarly, comparing the robustness of overheat-

ng hours, it can be inferred that design 1 and design 2 are equally

obust with all methods. Design 6 is the most robust to global cost

sing the max-min method as it has the least variations of global

osts across the considered scenarios. Similarly, design 6 is also the

ost robust using the Taguchi method as it has low standard de-

iation and similar mean performance compared to other designs.

esign 4 has the lowest maximum regrets of global costs and is

hus the most robust design using the minimax regret method.

his lowest maximum regret of global cost of design 4 is due to

he optimal performance of this design for most of the scenar-

os, and this method optimizes robustness with the optimal perfor-

ance for a scenario. Similarly, design 4 is the most robust using

he best-case and the worst-case method, as this design had the

owest worst-case performance. 

In contrast to observations made for energy consumption, over-

eating, and similar to observations made for global cost, CO 2 

missions using the max-min method and the Taguchi method,

ecause it has the smallest spread and least variations of CO 2 

missions (see Fig. A1 ), respectively. These least variations (lowest

pread) of CO 2 emissions of design 6 is due to decreased electricity

onsumption with very high insulation levels. In contrast, design 2

s the most robust using the minimax regret method, because this

esign has the lowest maximum regret of CO 2 emissions. This low-

st maximum regret of CO 2 emissions of this design is attributed

o the optimal performance of this design compared to other de-

igns for most of the scenarios. Design 2 is also the most robust

ith the best-case and the worst-case method. It can be noted that

ifferent methods lead to different robust designs and the choice

f method depends decision makers attitude in the decision mak-

ng process e.g. risk should be as low as possible, or some risk is

ccepted. 

.3.4. Robust design selection considering predicted performance and 

obustness 

It can be inferred from the above comparison of predicted per-

ormance ( Fig. 8 ) and performance robustness ( Fig. 9 ) that the

ost robust design not necessarily has better predicted perfor-

ance. For instance, with the max-min method and the Taguchi

ethod, design 6 is the most robust design as it has the least vari-

tions (smallest spread) of CO 2 emissions, but has very high CO 2 

missions (predicted/mean performance). In such cases, a trade-off

etween predicted performance, robustness and required AIC is es-

ential. For instance, design 4 has relatively better predicted per-

ormance compared to design 6 (see Fig. 8 ) and lower spread com-

ared to the least robust design i.e. design 2 (see Figs. 9 and A1 ).

lso design 4 has lower AIC compared to design 2 and hence, may

e the preferred robust design. Comparable observations can also

e made with design 3. Similarly, if two designs have equal pre-

icted performance and robustness (e.g. design 1 and 2 for over-

eating), then the design with the lowest AIC is the most preferred

design 1), or this robustness can be traded-off with other perfor-

ance indicators and their corresponding robustness. 

Comparing all preferred performance indicators by both stake-

olders, it can be inferred that design 6 is the most robust to en-

rgy consumption, design 2 is the most robust to CO 2 emissions

nd overheating hours, and design 4 is the most robust to global

osts using the minimax regret method and the best-case and the

orst-case method. For both stakeholders, design 2 represents a

air trade-off as it is robust to overheating and CO emissions (see
2 
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Fig. 9. Robustness of energy consumption, overheating hours, global cost, and CO 2 emissions calculated using different robustness assessment methods for six designs across 

considered scenarios. These indicators are compared with mean and standard deviation, commonly used robustness indicators in literature. 
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Fig. 9 ) and also has better predicted performance for all perfor-

mance indicators (see Fig. 8 ). However, design 2 incur higher AIC

compared to the design 4 (the most robust to global cost) and im-

provement in performance and robustness can be traded-off with

the extra costs required for these improvements. Similarly, using

the max-min method and Taguchi method, design 4 has relatively
ower spread of energy consumption, CO 2 emissions and global

ost compared to design 2 (the most robust to overheating), and

lso lower spread of overheating hours compared to the design 6

the most robust to energy consumption, CO 2 emissions and global

ost). Furthermore, design 4 has lower AIC compared to the de-

ign 2 and has similar AIC as design 6 and can be preferred robust
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Fig. 10. Design scores calculated using multi-attribute utility function considering all preferred performance indicators and corresponding robustness calculated using re- 

spective robustness assessment method. The design with the highest score is the most robust. 
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esign. This robust design selection is justified by comparing with

he most robust design selected using design scores calculated us-

ng a multi-attribute utility function. For this purpose, a neutral

pproach in Hurwicz criterion [107] is used, since the optimistic

nd the pessimistic approaches are already implemented using ro-

ustness assessment methods. 

Design score is calculated by normalizing all preferred perfor-

ance indicators and corresponding robustness calculated using

he respective method. It is noteworthy that all performance and

obustness indicators are equally prioritized to simplify demonstra-

ion and these priorities/ weights would vary based on preferences

f decision makers. The design scores for all robustness assessment

ethods are calculated and presented in Fig. 10 and the design

ith the highest score is deemed as the most robust. It can be

bserved from Fig. 10 that the design 4 is the most robust us-

ng the max-min method and Taguchi method, and the design 2

s most robust using other two methods. This most robust design

or a particular method is the same as that of robust design using

 trade-off approach. 

.4. Comparison of robustness assessment methods 

The comparison of four robustness assessment methods is pre-

ented in Table 4 . It is remarkable that the most robust de-

igns differ greatly for the four methods. This difference can

e attributed to the approach of quantifying the robustness in

hese methods. In the min-max method, spread minimizes varia-
Table 4 

Comparison of selected robustness assessment methods in the present context. 

Parameter Max-min method Best-case and wors

method 

What is the robustness 

indicator? 

Performance spread Performance devia

What is the calculation 

method? 

Difference between 

maximum and minimum 

performance of a design 

across considered scenarios 

Difference betwee

performance of th

design space and 

performance of a 

across considered 

Which scenarios are used for 

calculation? 

Extreme All 

What is the most robust 

design? 

Minimum or ideally zero 

performance spread 

Minimum or ideal

performance devia

When to use? Risk/cost of failure of design 

is high; 

Risk/cost of failure

is very high; 

design should work even in 

extreme scenarios 

design should deli

best performance 

scenarios 

Decision makers attitude Conservative approach Conservative appro
ion across extreme scenarios, leading to conservative robust de-

igns. Similarly, the mean performance is optimized and varia-

ions around mean performance (standard deviation) are mini-

ized using Taguchi method. In contrast, using the minimax re-

ret method, robustness (maximum regret) is optimized with re-

pect to optimal performance. Furthermore, the robustness indica-

ors show large differences. For instance, design 2 has the lowest

aximum regret of CO 2 emissions and the largest spread and stan-

ard deviation of CO 2 emissions. This difference is because design

 is optimal for most of the scenarios and thus results in very

ow maximum regret. However, this design has large variations

see Fig. A1 ) and thus results in the largest spread and standard

eviation. 

It can be observed from the case study assessment that using

he minimax regret method, design 2 – which is the design with

ptimal performance in terms of CO 2 emissions and overheating

or most of the scenarios – is also the most robust. This implies

hat robustness is proportional to predicted performance using the

inimax regret method and thus, might be more preferable in

eal-world applications. In addition, this method could be used

hen the decision maker can accept a certain risk as a trade-off.

or instance, in order to save costs, a homeowner can prefer design

 as a trade-off of overheating risks (maximum regret) with that

f costs. Similarly, the best-case and worst-case method is prefer-

ble if the design has to deliver the best performance even in the

orst-case scenario, for instance design 2 has the best worst-case

erformance for all preferred performance indicators and is thus
t-case Minimax regret method Taguchi method 

tion Maximum performance 

regret 

Mean and standard 

deviation 

n the best 

e entire 

the worst 

design 

scenarios 

Difference between the 

performance of a design and 

the best performing design 

for that scenario and the 

maximum difference across 

all scenarios 

Average performance across 

all scenarios and the amount 

of variation of set of 

performance indicator values 

All All 

ly zero 

tion 

Minimum or ideally zero 

maximum performance 

regret 

Minimum or ideally zero 

standard deviation and 

better mean performance 

 of design Risk can be accepted as 

trade-off; 

Design should have better 

average performance and 

less variance around this 

performance for all 

scenarios 

ver the 

in all 

design should work well 

(close to optimal 

performance) in all scenarios 

ach Less conservative approach Conservative approach 
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the most robust. The max-min method is preferable if the design

has to work even in extreme scenarios, and therefore this method

might yield conservative designs such as design 6 for CO 2 emis-

sions and global costs. Similarly, the Taguchi method is preferred if

the design should have optimal average performance and less vari-

ations around this performance. 

It is noteworthy that robustness of designs depend on the range

of scenarios and this robustness is valid only if the assumptions

regarding scenario ranges are valid. 

5. Summary and conclusions 

As a step towards ensuring the desired performance during op-

eration by reducing the gap between predicted and actual build-

ing performance, this article presented a comparison of different

robustness assessment methods that can aid stakeholders in iden-

tifying preferred robust designs with the potential for delivering

desired performance. 

Different uncertainty sources were reviewed and the character-

istics of different reasons and corresponding metrics to quantify

the impact of these uncertainties were analysed. The merits of us-

ing scenarios instead of probabilistic approaches were highlighted,

indicating that scenarios can be used as formulated alternatives

in cases when probabilities of uncertainties are unknown. The in-

tegration of such approaches in building performance predictions

can provide a better understanding of the impact of uncertainties

and also facilitate decision making during the design selection pro-

cess with the goal of choosing a design that is robust to a vari-

ety of possible future situations. Both the review and the simula-

tion study showed that mean and variance/standard deviation, the

widely used robustness indicators based on the Taguchi method

are of limited use in robustness assessment using scenario analy-

sis. The likelihood of the occurrence of any scenario is usually un-

known, and taking the mean across scenarios nullifies the concept

of formulating scenarios as alternatives since it flattens out the re-

sults. Furthermore, the combination of mean and standard devi-

ation is particularly useful for normal distributions but may lead

to incomplete or misleading information for skewed distributions.

In the case of building performance predictions, we generally do

not have indications that the outcomes are normally distributed.

In addition, it was found that it is necessary to include both actual

performance and performance robustness in the selection process

of robust designs. 

The selected robustness assessment methods were demon-

strated using a residential building case study with both home-

owners and policymakers as stakeholders to identify their pre-

ferred robust designs. In this demonstration example, building

performance robustness was assessed in terms of energy con-

sumption, thermal comfort, CO 2 emissions and financial indica-

tors. The results showed that the max-min method can be used

when a design has to deliver the desired performance even in ex-

treme scenarios and hence, is a conservative approach; whereas

the minimax regret method can be used when a design should

yield optimal or close to optimal performance for each scenario

and thus, represents a less conservative approach. Similarly, the

best-case and worst-case method can be preferred when a de-

sign has to deliver the best performance even in the worst-

case scenarios. The max-min method and the best-case and the

worst-case method can therefore be used when the cost/risk as-

sociated with the failure of a design is very high. The minimax

regret method is suitable when a decision maker can accept a cer-

tain range of performance variation; for instance, a homeowner

can accept designs with certain overheating hours as a trade-

off with global costs and corresponding robustness. The Taguchi
ethod can be preferred if the mean performance has to be op-

imal and the variations around the mean performance has to be

inimum. 

Application of the robustness assessment methods that were

nalysed in this paper could be an important step for designers

nd consultants to design robust buildings that are able to deliver

he desired performance during operation and to address various

ssues faced by the low-energy building industry such as perfor-

ance gap, energy performance contracting etc. 

It is worth noting that the demonstration example in this study

epresents a relatively simple case with e.g. a modest number of

iscrete design alternatives, clearly identified performance objec-

ives and without considering uncertainties in e.g. costs and CO 2 

missions. This set-up aids in demonstration and understanding,

s it enables a fairly straightforward selection of preferred de-

ign variants for the different robustness assessment approaches.

n real-world building design decision-making processes, however,

nformation availability and design options tend to be less distinct

nd decision criteria are generally more diffuse. Furthermore, all

erformance indicators are equally prioritized in robust design se-

ection, however, in practice these preferences vary for different

bjectives of the project. The preferred robust design might differ

epending on the weights of each performance indicator. In real

ettings, it will therefore be more difficult to use any of the ro-

ustness assessment methods to automatically settle for a single

referred design option. Instead, the proposed methods specifically

lso target at enhancing communication during the design process,

o increase chances for well-informed decisions, and as an effective

eans of reducing the vast design option space in the direction of

 selected number of high-potential solutions. Having an in-depth

nderstanding of the characteristics of different robustness metrics,

s provided in this article, is a key step towards successful appli-

ation of such approaches in practice. 

Analysis of the large number of design configurations and cor-

esponding uncertainties that are typically encountered in actual

uilding design projects, may pose computational and practical im-

lementation difficulties due to the complexity and size of the

roblem. It is therefore an interesting option to integrate ro-

ustness indicators into multi-objective optimization frameworks

n combination with scenario sampling strategies to identify ro-

ust solutions at low computational costs [126] . In addition,

rade-off analysis is currently conducted using visualisation of re-

ults, which could become tedious if a large design space is ex-

lored. Multi-criteria assessment and decision-making techniques

ould address this issue, which will be presented in our future

ork. 
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Table A1 

Review of different studies on building robustness assessment / robust designs considering uncertainties. 

Author Purpose Considered uncertainties Robustness 

indicator/measure 

Remarks 

Leyten and 

Kurvers 

[97] 

Robustness assessment of 

heating, ventilation and 

air-conditioning (HVAC) 

systems and buildings 

Design assumptions, 

maintenance and controls 

Ranking based on 

robustness hypothesis 

using a penalty system 

Easy to identify robust options. Actual performance 

is not included. Ranking system is hypothetical, 

and it is unsure if this method is adaptable for 

other cases. 

Hoes et al. 

[8] 

Robust design with respect 

to user behavior 

Occupant behavior Relative standard 

deviation (RSD). Ratio of 

mean to standard 

deviation 

Implemented Taguchi method in the building 

performance context. 

Designs robust to occupant behavior could be very 

sensitive to other uncertainties and also results in 

very high indoor temperatures. 

Hopfe and 

Hensen 

[30] 

Robustness analysis for 

design support 

Physical, design and scenario 

uncertainties 

Comparison of robust 

regression and ordinary 

least square regression 

Works only for normal distribution and becomes 

unreliable if data has outliers. 

No trade-off between actual performance and 

robustness. 

Hopfe 

et al. [101] 

Optimization of building 

performance using a 

robustness indicator 

Scenario uncertainties in user 

behavior (usage scenarios) 

RSD (ratio of mean to 

standard deviation) 

Robustness is also a primary criterion in addition 

to actual performance. The obtained Pareto front 

includes robustness. 

Mean and variance are used in non-probabilistic 

robustness assessment. 

Heo et al. 

[20] 

Calibration of building 

energy models to quantify 

risk associated with energy 

retrofits 

Uncertainties in design 

parameters and occupant 

behavior 

Risk is quantified based 

on standard deviation of 

mean savings of a retrofit 

option 

Probabilistic approach based on Bayesian 

calibration of normative energy models is used to 

support retrofit decision making under uncertainty 

by quantifying the risks. Retrofit options are 

ranked based on a design score calculated using 

the ratio of mean savings to risk. 

Parys et al. 

[93] 

Robust passive cooling 

concepts 

Occupant behavior, setpoints 

of natural ventilation, Air 

flow rates and internal heat 

transfer coefficients, weather 

data etc. 

Probability of achieving 

the same output with 

uncertainties as that of 

average uncertainty inputs 

(Monte Carlo analysis) 

Comparison of deterministic and uncertain 

conditions 

Only robustness is considered, and actual 

performance is not included in the design decision 

making; this might lead to oversized systems. 

Hopfe 

et al. [12] 

Multi-criteria decision 

making under uncertainty 

Physical parameters Difference between the 

best-case and worst-case 

performance 

This approach considers uncertainties and decision 

makers’ risk attitude in decision making process. 

Only the best and worst performances are included 

for robustness assessment and overall/actual 

performance is ignored. 

Rysanek 

and 

Choudhary 

[3] 

Non-probabilistic assessment 

to find robust optimal 

retrofitting designs 

Technical-economic 

uncertainties 

Wald, Hurwicz and Savage 

methods 

This study showed that non-probabilistic 

assessment is suitable when using scenarios. Easy 

to identify robust designs and enhances design 

decision-making process 

Robustness is prioritized in design selection. 

Hoes [43] Robust designs with respect 

to occupant behavior 

Occupant behavior scenarios Best-case and worst-case 

method. 

Design optimized considering robustness. The 

Pareto front with robust optimal solutions is 

obtained. Trade-off between robustness and actual 

performance is present. The visualization of results 

is enhanced by embedding robustness as an extra 

dimension. 

RSD for optimal control 

strategy 

Gelder 

et al. [9] 

Probabilistic methodology to 

design robust low-energy 

buildings 

Uncertainties in occupant 

behavior and energy prices 

Effectiveness and 

robustness indicators 

Both actual performance and robustness are 

considered. Percentile distributions are used to 

remove outliers. Hard to distinguish between 

similar performing designs based on these two 

indicators whose values range from 0-1, making 

the decision-making process difficult. Scenarios are 

used in probabilistic assessment. 

Sun et al. 

[128] 

HVAC sizing under 

uncertainties 

Physical parameters, design 

parameters, weather and 

occupant behavior 

Sensitivity index This method allows system sizing based on trade 

off with risk that can be accepted by the decision 

maker. 

Buso et al. 

[129] 

Robustness of building design 

with respect to variations in 

occupant behavior 

Occupant behavior Relative standard 

deviation referred to the 

basic model 

Modified robustness indicator to overcome issue 

reported in [8] . However, trade-off is not present 

in this study. 

Chinazzo 

et al. [130] 

Robustness assessment of 

energy refurbishments 

Weather The spread of box plot Similar to previous studies, robustness is 

prioritized in design selection and therefore 

trade-off between robustness and actual 

performance is not present. A design that is not 

optimal may have the least spread. 

Chinazzo 

et al. [99] 

Proposed robustness 

assessment methodology 

Weather Robustness index based 

on variance, data 

distribution in box plot 

and comparison with base 

case; Energy saving index. 

Comparison between actual performance and 

robustness. Predetermined weight is assigned for 

interquartile and standard deviation in the 

robustness index. 

Gang et al. 

[94] 

Robust optimal design of 

cooling systems concerning 

uncertainties 

Self-induced uncertainties in 

cooling load by multiplying 

with a factor and 

uncertainties in resistance of 

chilled water pipes 

Maximum regret using 

minimax regret method 

Easy to identify robust designs. Only robustness is 

considered in design selection. Trade-off is ignored 

in design selection. 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table A1 ( continued ) 

Author Purpose Considered uncertainties Robustness 

indicator/measure 

Remarks 

Gang et al. 

[10] 

Robust optimal design of 

cooling systems considering 

cooling load uncertainty and 

equipment reliability 

Uncertainties in cooling load 

calculations 

Monte Carlo method is 

used to assess the impact 

of uncertainties and 

Markov method is used to 

quantify reliability. Robust 

optimal design is a 

compromise between 

reliability and cost. 

Robust optimal design is compared with that of 

conventional design approach and reliability-based 

design approach. Trade-off is present and the 

design with the lowest cost is the most preferred. 

It is not clear how robustness is quantified in this 

study. Availability risk cost that quantifies the risk 

of not meeting required cooling load is also used 

as a criterion in design selection. 

Lu et al. 

[131] 

Impact of input uncertainties 

of renewable energy systems 

on performance of Net-Zero 

Energy Building (NZEB) 

Input uncertainties in 

building electrical load, wind 

velocity, cooling load etc. 

Sensitivity analysis Robust designs are identified using multi-way 

sensitivity analysis. Actual performance and 

performance robustness are compared. 

Nik et al. 

[100] 

Robustness assessment of 

energy retrofits 

Climate change Mean and variance of 

relative deviation 

Mean across scenarios is considered in this study 

and this approach is questionable as the 

probability of occurrence of each scenario is 

usually unknown. 

Gang et al. 

[132] 

Robust optimal design of 

district cooling systems 

Physical, design and occupant 

behavior uncertainties 

Risk cost that includes 

mean repair time and 

mean failure time of 

components under 

uncertainties 

Risk is quantified in terms of cost. Only mean 

values are considered. The selected design is 

robust to cost but could be sensitive to comfort. 

Karjalainen 

[96] 

Comparison of robust designs 

with an ordinary design 

Occupant behavior Difference between 

maximum and minimum 

performance 

Robust design options save up to 79% of energy. 

Robust design is done by improving design options 

that are sensitive to occupant behavior. Trade-off

between actual performance and robustness is not 

explicit. 

Ascione 

et al. 

[133] , 

Resilience assessment of 

robust retrofit energy 

measures 

Climate change Relative difference 

compared to base line. 

Robust cost optimal solutions are used to assess 

their resilience for climate change. Smart 

exhaustive search is used to identify robust 

cost-optimal solutions. 

Kotireddy 

et al. [106] 

Comparative assessment of 

different robustness 

indicators 

Households, occupant 

behavior, climate change 

Spread, deviation and 

maximum regret 

Comparison of different robustness assessment 

methods using scenario analysis. Trade-off between 

predicted performance and robustness is present. 

Kotireddy 

et al. 

[25,127] 

Methodology to identify 

robust low-energy and 

net-zero energy building 

designs 

Households, occupant 

behavior, climate change. In 

addition, net-metering 

considered in the first study. 

Maximum regret using 

minimax regret method 

Robust optimal designs considering multi-criteria 

assessment and multi-criteria decision making. 

Trade-off between predicted performance and 

robustness is explicit. 
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A2. Calculation of robustness indicators using variable inputs 

The impact of number of inputs (scenarios) on robustness indi-

cators is illustrated, using an example from Wikipedia, in this sec-

tion to compare how the outcome of these methods change with

variable number of scenarios. 

The example used for illustration is investment options to max-

imize returns for different interest rate scenarios. S1 represents

rise in interest rates, S2 represents static interests, S3 represents

fall in interest rates and S4 represents an intermediate scenario be-

tween S2 and S3. The worst returns for stocks, bonds and money

market are −4, −2 and 3 respectively. Similarly, the best returns

for change in interest rates scenarios S1, S2, S3 and S4 are 3, 4, 12

and 8 respectively. 

Four robustness indicators are compared below for different

scenarios. In case of two scenarios, the preferred investment op-

tion is the money market using spread, deviation, and mean and

standard deviation to ensure minimum returns. However, if inter-

est rates does not change (S2), then the regret associated with

money market would be high. Therefore, using the minimax re-

gret method, the recommended option would be stocks, which has

least regrets. It is noteworthy that taking the mean across these

two scenarios eventually nullifies the impact of interest rise and

static interests as seen from the zero mean value of returns with

investment in stocks. 

With increasing the number of inputs (scenarios), robustness

indicator values are changing for all methods, however, the pre-

ferred investment option (e.g. money market) is the same for max-
in, best-case and worst-case and Taguchi methods. However, the

referred investment option using the minimax regret method

aries with number of inputs, for instance stocks for two inputs,

onds for three inputs, and bonds/money market for four inputs. 

The difference in the preferred (robust) investment option for

ifferent methods is attributed to the calculation approach. For in-

tance, using the Taguchi and the max-min methods, robustness is

valuated without any inter-comparison between scenarios or in-

estment options. The impact of all scenarios will be translated

nto average performance or spread and by increasing more sce-

arios, the change in trends of robustness indicator and the most

obust design will have little impact. On the other hand, using

he minimax regret method, inter-comparison is made between

he options and also scenarios. The performance matrix of invest-

ent options across scenarios is translated into an equivalent re-

ret matrix. By including an additional scenario, the entire regret

atrix gets updated and hence, the changes in final preferred op-

ion. However, using this method, the end user can always look

ack to find which scenario is causing the maximum regret using

he regret matrix. 

a) Two scenarios (inputs) 

S1 S2 Spread Deviation Maximum 

regret 

Mean Standard 

deviation 

Stocks −4 4 8 8 4 0.0 4.0 

Bonds −2 3 5 7 7 0.5 2.5 

Money 

market 

3 2 1 7 9 2.5 0.5 
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A

b) Three scenarios (inputs) 

S1 S2 S3 Spread Deviation Maximum 

regret 

Mean Standard 

deviation 

Stocks −4 4 12 16 16 7 4.0 6.53 

Bonds −2 3 8 10 12 5 3.0 4.08 

Money 

market 

3 2 1 2 7 11 2.0 0.82 
Fig. A1. Probability density function of different perform
c) Four scenarios (inputs) 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Spread Deviation Maximum 

regret 

Mean Standard 

deviation 

Stocks −4 4 12 8 16 16 11 5.00 5.92 

Bonds −2 3 8 6 10 12 7 3.75 3.77 

Money 

market 

3 2 1 2 2 7 7 2.00 0.71 

3. Probability density functions of all performance indicators 
ance indicators for six designs across all scenarios. 
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Fig. A1. Continued 
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